
In Cryptid Forest, you are a cryptid who is drawn to shiny 
things.  When you see the glowing embers from the campfires, 
you can't help yourself!  As scary & easily distracted, yet mis-
understood cryptids, your goal is simple: collect more shiny 
campfires than your opponent.  Teleport with the Yeti, travel
farther with the Sasquatch, fly with the Mothman, draw Park 
Security to campfires with the Chupacabra or use the Skunk 
Ape's terrible stench to relocate campers.

Cryptid Forest is an addictive duel game that utilizes a unique 
hand management mechanic to allow players their choice of a 
number of important actions!  Collect a large set of cards to 
travel farther, discard cards to collect campfires and leave foot-
prints to draw attention to your rival cryptid, or discard any 1
cryptid card to perform its special ability, even if it isn't yours!

Components List:

5 standees (1 for each cryptid)
5 player aids (1 for each cryptid)
9 campfires (fire + base)
12 footprint tokens
2 interdimensional disks
2 green D10s   

2 Players
Ages 10+

30-40
minutes

The Yeti, Skunk Ape 
Mothman & Sasquatch
are four of the available 
cryptids to choose from.
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The Park Security Pawn lurks in the
forest, ready to take a picture of an
unsuspecting cryptid at any moment.

While cryptids move along the squares,
the Park Security Pawn follows inter-
sections.  If the Park Security shares
a corner with a space you are on,

a picture is taken of you!

3 End Game Conditions!

All 12 foot prints have been placed.

A player collects five campfires.

A player has 3 pictures taken of them.

1 Park Security Pawn
5 Picture Cards
45 cards (9 each of the Yeti,
Sasquach, Skunk Ape, Moth-
man & Chupacabra)
1 forest game board 

Watch out for Park Security!


